
The Ice Hotel at Jukkasjärvi, Sweden 
 
Sun glares off our sunglasses. 

April above the Arctic Circle. 
 
Sophie, Nikko and I set out to visit 
The Ice Hotel 

giant rectangular igloos 
where tourists sleep in furs dreaming 

with white candles and mirrors. 
 
They charge high fees to enter the Ice Hotel. 
We won’t pay to survey beds with reindeer pelts 
fantastic bird  memories in glass. 

 
Down the road the Sami cafe in a laavu tent 
With its central fire warms us 
we seek the sky 

through 
the top of its folds. 

 
Ice sharp yet fragile 
This town was a Sami market place. 
Now murals of Sami depicted in colorful ghaktis 
with Lutheran missionaries 
in the small red church dating from 1607. 
I hear stones breathe. 

 
Not far away, the colossal Kiruna iron-ore mine 

Bores deeper, operating 24 hours a day. 
 
The town is sinking, 

citizens, monuments, homes must be moved 
or demolished 

From cracks and crevices, the sound of cash. 
 
Iron and ice, fire quiet inside 
Time’s refraction water’s rise 

Sophie and Nikko hold my arms. 



Guide me from step to street. 
Without any boots I’m a sliding stone. 

 
She’s a Sami filmmaker excavating 

the past as ongoing present 
every time a child climbed in the playground 

a mine hulked poisoning 
the sky. Ore always matters more. 

 
He’s a miner like her father 
what shape love’s glint? 

 
Nations circle the water, on alert 

To take more. 
As ice and glaciers melt 
with ease 
into the Barents Sea. 

 
(from the forthcoming book of poems and photographs by Cheryl J. Fish, The Sauna is Full of 
Maids, Shanti Arts Press) 



Artists’ Residency at Ii, Finland 
 

Along the Ii river, water’s cold but I swim 
Anyway. Early September 

row boats waiting, shy. 
 
Sami artist Carola Grahn carved these words 
on a sign along the river: “My Name is Nature 
Please Fuck Me.” 

 
Sanna, sculptor of bronze, founder of this residency 
lives next door. 

She shows me where to pick 
lingonberries, bilberries, tart and small 
everywhere on low vines. 

 
In the center of Ii pronounced “Eeeeee” 
The young man behind the counter at Orient Kebob/Pizza 
Tells us in perfect Finnish 
he’s an Iraqi Kurd. One of only 
a few in a small Finnish town. His family was gassed 
during the war with Iran. 

 
Ii is said to be a modification of a Sami word 
For place to stay overnight. 
I stay for a month in the Northland 
To make bridges with words 
air-girl 
water-daughter 
city dweller-in-the mushroom forest. 

 
Sanna invites me to eat with them 

at the table in her yard. 
I have worked all alone for many years 
she exclaims, serving salmon, potatoes and salad. 
Her old friend B. whom she met when her 
husband abandoned her, is full of the drink. 
He calls me stupid in between his rapid sneezes. 
He assumes I voted for Trump 
and I cannot convince him 



otherwise. 
 
Sanna sculpts women in leaves, women with fish, 
Graffitied women, women with feathers, women in treetops. 
Offers rides to her friend 
also named Sanna who doesn’t own a car but sometimes 
drives a taxi at night. 

 
Survival is our name. Don’t fuck with us. 

 
 
(from the forthcoming book of poems and photographs by Cheryl J. Fish, The Sauna is Full of 
Maids, Shanti Arts Press) 



 

Unreliable Snowpack 
 
In The Kalevala, A barren water-mother’s knee is the place 
where birds lay eggs. 
The bottom half of a smashed egg becomes 
Earth. In Sami myth, the Sun goddess 
is the mother of humankind. 

 
In winter, our experiment includes flooding an icicle. 
Something went wrong in the undergrowth 
Reindeer can’t forage for lichen 
trapped between layers 
rain-on-snow. 
Melt, freeze, melt, freeze. 
Death follows. 

 
 
 
(from the forthcoming book of poems and photographs by Cheryl J. Fish, The Sauna is Full of 
Maids, Shanti Arts Press) 

 


